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1. Briefly describe the activities implemented by your project in
this past year towards the overall achievement of your
project’s goals.
We met with church leaders, youth pastors and NGOs working
to meet the needs of poor children living in the gang infested
favela’s of Rio. During these meetings, we discussed strategies
for increased youth engagement in the community. We
assessed current strategies/work that local churches are
doing to reach youth in the community, infrastructure and
capacity for expansion, success and failures. During meetings
with community organizations, we learned about the tactical
work being implemented, communities they are engaging,
needs being met, successes, outcomes, and strategy for
expansion. Over the schedule of meetings, in their entirety, I
had the opportunity to share my story with young people,
answer questions, and assist institutions with relevant strategy
and relationship-building methodologies. Media opportunities
were also leveraged as I was interviewed by the television
broadcast “Vida & Missão” (Life and Mission) which broadcast
across the country of Brazil every Saturday.

Churches and non religious organizations were extremely
receptive to the strategy sessions and asked for a return visit to
Rio to deepen the connection with their organizations,
assistance with strategic plans and conversations with larger
gatherings of youth.

2. How many people did you serve and/or how many activities did
you complete? Provide totals of your work in serving people
and implementing activities (identify key constituents).
Igreja Metodista

Metodista na Gamboa

Instituto Central do Povo

The Methodist Church of Botafogo

Methodist Church in Gamboa

The Central Peoples Institute ICP

Youth Served

Teachers Served

Meeting Attendees

15

7

15

Adults Served

100+

Youth/Young Adults

5
Clergy

10
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Instituto da Criança
The Children’s Institute

Constituents Served

7
www.institutodacrianca.ning.com

Instituto Todos na Luta
Institute All in the Fight

Students Served

85

9-21 Years Old

www.todosnaluta.org.br

FAVELA VISITS

Founded by Peter Werneck, The Children's Institute (TCI) is an organization of the third
sector that promotes Social Entrepreneurship.It is proposed to answer the recurring
question of what each person can do to contribute to social transformation and
sustainable development. TCI began informally with activations and engagement in
1994 and, over the years, evolved and established itself as an OSCIP - Civil Society
Organization of Public Interest - nonprofit. TCI supports existingsocial institutions,
conducts educational programs, acts as an incubator for new social programs and
institutions, and supports companies in the exercise of social responsibility in Rio de
Janeiro and Sao Paulo.

The Institute All in the Fight is a non-profit association, qualified by the Ministry of
Justice as a Civil Society Organization of Public Interest - OSCIP. The history of all
the fighting is intertwined with the boxing teacher Raff Giglio. In 90 years, with
increasing violence in Vidigal community (RJ), Professor Raff decided to franchise,
free, the doors of academia to children and adolescents in social vulnerability,
residents there. Thus, widened the opportunity of sport for educational practice for
children in the community. In addition, it created an environment conducive to the
discovery of promising new talents and adequate preparation so they could compete
in national tournaments, inspiring other young peopleto follow this sport. By sharing
the integral formation of children and young people with the family, school and
public and private partners, the Institute ensures its educational intentionality. The
Institute All in the Fight has trained multidisciplinary team and catering facilities and
equipment for the safe practice of their sport.

MEDIA/INTERVIEWS

KEY CONTACTS
José Magalhães Furtado
District Superintendent
Wlyces Furtado
Interpreter, Rust College Graduate,
preparing to enter seminary
Keila Guimaraes
Interpreter, Consultant, Member of
Ingreja Medotisa Botafogo
Cassius Silva
Youth Minsiter at the Methodist Church
of Botafogo

Dona Marta
Vidigal

Television interview today for Vida &
Missão (Life and Mission), A Methodist
broadcast that airs throughout Brazi

Ana Simonsen
Coordenadora de Relacionamento e
Comunicação (Coordinator of
Relationships and Communications) at
The Children’s Institute

3. What were your greatest challenges? How did your project
address those challenges?
PERSONAL CHALLENGES
Language Barrier
The dominant language of the region is Portuguese--very few
people speak English; however, during all of my meetings
there were at least one or two people who spoke fluent
English. Prior to the trip, I arranged to have an interpreter with
us for the entire trip, both for meetings and tours, this allowed
us to successfully overcome thelanguage barrier.

CHALLENGING OBSERVATIONS
Racism and The Economics of Discrimination
Much like North America, issues of race are based on the color
of a person’s skin, economic status and social location. Those
of lighter complexions are afforded more opportunities than
those who are have darker complexions. For example: When I
went to the station for the television interview, all of the staff,
from the reception desk to the senior leadership were of a
lighter complexion. I was told prior to my arrival that several
years ago a prominent radio personality was passed up for an
on air television broadcast because he was too dark. This story
was fresh in my mind when I arrived for the interview. After
being prepped for my on-air interview, I was told that the
interpreter I had been working with throughout the trip was not
going to be my interpreter for the interview and the leadership
of the station decided to have one of their staff serve as my
interpreter. The young man had no on air experience nor had
he ever served as an interpreter but he did speak some
English. When he arrived he was lighter than the interpreter I
had been using for the trip. My interpreter was not surprised at
the turn of events and graciously conceded to the stations
request. During a sidebar conversation he expressed that they
did not want him to go on air because he was too dark. As for
me, the only reason the station agreed to have me on the show,
in spite of my darker complexion, was because I was from
North America but rarely would they air a show with someone
of my complexion.
In regards to poverty and the economics of racism, the color
line is clear. Most of the people living in the “community,” a
term mostly used to reference people living in the favela’s,
were of a darker complexion. Correspondingly, most of the
people living on “the street,” a term typically used when
referring to people who can afford to live in housing on the
street level, were of a lighter complexion. In the favela’s, people
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were willing to talk about issues of race. On the streets where
people were lighter complexioned and had a higher quality of
life, they often disagreed with accusations of racism and
suggested that discrimination was primarily based on
economic discrimination and that people may be treated
poorly because they are poor but not because of the color of
their skin. That said, it just so happened that the poor were
typically darker complexioned.
Further, I learned that the general assumption is that the darker
complexion citizens, who live in homes on the street level and
have good jobs, probably use to live in the favelas at some
point in their life. The assumption is that if you are darker, you
probably were once poor and most of your family is likely still
poor.

Limited Role of The Church with the Poo
rMost of the organizations working to change the life outcomes
of people living in poverty are non-religious institutions and the
church, in my observation is not doing a lot to help people
overcome poverty. Much like North America, there are some
churches with ministries that seek to meet the immediate
needs of the poor by providing meals, clothing and other life
sustaining services. Clergy and people of faith would often
express a need to change the life outcomes of the poor, and
the need for ministries that seek to provide education, life skills,
job training, and the like, but the general sentiment was that
they were ill equipped to do so because of economic
limitations. I found m yself frustrated because the non-religious
institutions did not begin with large donations; rather they built
the infrastructure and started outcome-driven programs that
eventually led to their ability to raise more money. In short, what
the churches are in need of is a vision for change, trainings on
strategic planning, program development, quantifying
outcomes, and fundraising strategy.
Life Expectancy of Black Males
The murder rate for young Black males is staggering. Some
estimate that one in six Black males are killed per day in Brazil.
The violence is attributed to police and gangs. There is a
general sentiment that police are responsible for the loss of life
at a much greater rate than the gangs.

Prosperity Gospel and Eschatological Disconnect
Rio has many churches of all denominations and those that are
non denominational. There are churches in the favelas and on
the street. They range from traditional, Pentecostal, prosperity
gospel, and a few leaning towards social gospel. Much like the
US, there is competition amongst church leaders for size and
prestige. Many of the larger churches are prosperity gospel or
Pentecostal. During meetings with social gospel leaning
pastors, I was able to discuss strategies for community
engagement, building collaboration, and developing programs
that are quantifiable in terms of there ability to change life
outcomes of the poor The opportunity is an “and” approach
similar to the socialgood movement that is catalyzing globally,
doing good and doing well can coexist. In fact, there is a
plethora of people, around the globe, eager to participate in
global good.

4. Please share one success story that resulted from this grant.
We also welcome photos and/or videos that can be used for
reports and promotion of our programs.
SUCCESS STORIES
Academic Success
Pathways to educational opportunities were the constant
conversation. There is both a visceral and tactical need to
create pathways for poor students to get a quality education
and attend college. The purpose of quality education and
higher education is to break the cycle of poverty, individually
and generationally: thereby positioning the recipient to
compete for higher paying jobs in the market place.
New Partnerships and Collaboration
Methodist Church of Botafogo – My strategist, Tashion Macon,
has created a Compass + Chance Fund through which we have
started fundraising to help students with college scholarships
and other student assistance. The Methodist Church of
Botafogo identified Talita, a first year student that we have
agreed to help with her education.
The Children’s Institute – We agreed to partner and identify
other organizations in North America to visit with the Institute
for the purpose of building collaboration to help students with
higher education needs as well as youth violence prevention
partnerships.
Instituto Todos na Luta – We have partnered to help raise funds
that help underwrite the cost of youth attendance at the
Institute.
Economic Success
With the support of twenty (29) individual small dollar
donations I have raised $2,015 in seventeen (17) days through
an initial campaign called the “Compass and Chance Fund.”
Changing Perceptions
There is a perception in Rio amongst many churches, and
community based organizations that North Americans do not
take partnerships seriously as it relates to changing the life
outcomes of the poor. Several conversations revealed that
although communities are grateful for missionaries and other
Christians who come offering support, some Brazilians feel that
the efforts are more about creating a life changing experience
for the missionary with limited results and impact on changing
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the life outcomes of the people in need of foreign missions.
Somehow the missionary experience becomes more critical
than mission effectiveness. In order to modify this perception,
continual collaboration is a critical cornerstone for missions
work moving forward.
Future Collaboration
My hope is to build on the success of this initial visit to Rio,
strengthen partnerships, identify additional partners, and build
infrastructure through the Compass + Chance Fund that can
assist more students in the pursuit of higher education. To that
end I have been in conversation with several companies
interested in creating academic and career opportunities
through the Science, Technology, Engineering and Math
(STEM) initiative, launched and governed by the Committee on
STEM Education (CoSTEM), which is comprised of thirteen (13)
partner agencies—including all of the mission science
agencies and the Department of Education. The goal is for
these companies to sponsor the Compass and Chance Fund,
programmatic endeavors, and finance cultural exchanges for
students, as well as create job placement opportunities.

